
THE SEDER “TABLE”
What it is What we do Why we do it

:$8 1.  Say a blessing on the
wine
2.  Mention the holiness of
(25
3.  Drink the first cup of wine
while leaning to the left.

1.Drinking the 4 cups pf wine
is a 01"9$/  %&7/, to
commemorate the 4 ways
Hashem said He’d take us out
of Egypt.
2.  Leaning is a sign of
freedom

6(9& Wash our hands without a
%,9"

This is what you are supposed
to do when eating vegetables
dipped in liquid.

259, Dip a non-bitter vegetable in
salt water and eat it while
leaning.

1.  So that the children will
ask questions (why are we
eating vegetables before
making !*7&/%?)
2.  So that we won’t need to
say a %,9" on the 9&9/
later

6(* Break the middle %7/ and
put aside the bigger part for
the 0/&8*5!

So that the children will ask
questions (why are we
breaking the %7/ and putting
it away– we haven’t even
made !*7&/% yet!)

$*#/ 1. Tell the story of ;!*7*
.*97/ 
2. Drink the second cup of
wine.

It’s a !;**9&!$/ %&7/ to
tell the story of ;!*7*
.*97/  on (25

%7(9 Wash our hands, this time
with a %,9".

Like any other time we’d eat
bread or %7/
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!*7&/ Say the %,9" for eating
%7/

like any other %,9" over
food

%7/ 1.Say the %,9" for the
%&7/ of eating %7/
2.  Eat the %7/ while
leaning.

eating %7/ is a
!;**9&!$/ %&7/ on the
first night of (25

9&9/ Eat a bitter herb while NOT
leaning

To help us understand the
bitterness of slavery
(nowadays, this is a     
01"9$/  %&7/)

+9&, Eat the “Hillel Sandwich”–
%7/ and 9&9/ together.

To commemorate the fact that
the (25 0"98 was eaten
together with %7/ and
9&9/.

0(-&:
+9&3 

Eat the "&) .&* meal a requirement for any .&*
"&) 

0&57 Eat the 0/&8*5! to remember the 0"98  (25
, which was eaten as the last
part of the meal

+9" 1.  Say 0&'/% ;,9"
2. Drink the third cup of wine

To thank Hashem for the food
we ate

--% 1.Pour the&%*-! -: 2&,
2.  Sing praises to Hashem
3.  Drink the fourth cup of
wine

2 and 3 are 01"9$/  ;&7/

%791 Ask that
1.  Hashem finds our seder
service acceptable
2.  We are in .*-:&9* next
year

We want to be able to offer
the (25 0"98 once again
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